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Across

1 Husband's relative means trouble (5)

4 Two girls together? hair-raising thriller (9)

9 Stories, mostly lies, about German Rock 
Legend (7)

10 Jimmy's about to fight at the pub (7)

11 Louis and Ajay stripped for a movie (5)

13 Dark rider, say (5)

15/16 Those people smuggle electronic device, 
finally that makes one see things (3,3)

17 When radium is replaced by gold in 
instrument, it produces sound (5)

19 Shikari on vacation took a long time to reach 
the inn (5)

21 Madonna gingerly holds an Indian- she 
could be a charmer's target (5)

23 See 14 Down

24 Endlessly average...Help me! (3)

25 Say, wash sink (3)

26 ......still like abominable snowman? Not I 
(2,3)

28/34 Family figures at scary movie about a 
masked scientist (5,5)

29 Ha! Ha! Springfield, exclaims Spooner! 
have fun.... (7)

31 Poster claims to be going beyond love for 
coarse Etruscan pottery (7)

33 Juggling firm's causing damage without a bit 
of introspection (9)

34 See 28

Down

1 Festival greetings get very little reaction at 
the end (9)

2 Britain has influence, we hear, in this East 
European nation (7)

3 Briefly reveal telephone number (3)

4 A retired singer, he's out of the world (5)

5 City's extremely noisy and cold (3)

6 Kick around husband- in Delhi, that shows 
spirit (5)

7 Crustacean soup: Boil after removing 
intestine first and blend, you hear? (7)

8 Mysterious, Oriental lake (5)

12 One more time- stove's hot! (5)

14/23 Sue this British mockumentary depicting 
spooked-up chat show guest! (5,5)

18 Union money exchange! (5)

19 Regressive prejudice about some heinous 
address (5)

20 'Inside Out' is about destroying 'ET'- what a 
movie! (9)

22 Running wild, linger around some 
mischievous pixie (7)

24 Special vacation, sipping a soup- somehow 
this is wifely (7)

25 Scholastic letters in Arabic from Merci 
Rodrigues (5)

26 So long heads of a demon illustrated 
execrably...unbelievable! (5)

27 13 unravelled this creature (5)

30 Fine to reject one kind of fish (3)

32 Dressing room (3)


